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whaT IT DOES

Remote wipe Safely deletes all contacts, messages and data on removable memory cards with a remote SMS command. 
Advanced cleaning procedures ensure that it is not be possible to restore wiped data.

SIM Matching Lets you stay in control of your phone remotely, even when an unauthorised SIM card was inserted into 
your device. Trusted Friend will receive a wealth of information about the inserted SIM, including the phone 
number, IMSI and IMEI codes.

Trusted Friend Trusted Friend is your help in the event of mobile phone’s loss or theft. Initially, you set up one or more 
Trusted Friend phone numbers.

SMS/MMS antispam Filters out unwanted SMS/MMS messages. Allows you to define your own trustworthy contacts via 
blacklist/whitelist or simply block all unknown numbers.

pioneers of the antivirus industry for 25 years

ESET Mobile Security Business Edition

Real-time Protection Protects all applications, files and memory cards with the ESET NOD32 proactive technology optimised for 
mobile platforms.

Security audit An on-demand security audit checks the status of all vital phone functions, including battery level, 
Bluetooth status, device visibility, disk space and running processes.

On-access Scanning Advanced scanning protects your device from threats attempting to access the system via Bluetooth, Wi-Fi 
or Infrared.

On-demand Scanning On-demand Scanning provides reliable scanning and cleaning of integrated memory and exchangeable 
media. Scanning of specific folders is also supported.

Firewall Monitors all incoming and outgoing communication based on custom rules. Gives the option to 
automatically block data while in roaming to keep your phone bill under control.

Remote administration Enables you to check the security status of your smartphone fleet, run on-demand scans and get overview 
and helpful information to keep you up-to-date on your smartphones’ security.

System Requirements :
Windows Mobile 5.0; 6.0; 6.1; 6.5; 
Symbian S60 3rd Edition, Feature Pack 1 or 2; 5th Edition; 
Symbian^3 (Nokia only)


